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Download Adblock Plus for Firefox to block intrusive ads, including annoying pop-ups and video ads on Youtube. The Firefox ad blocker also speeds up page-loading times and fights off malvertising infections. Adblock Plus is a free ad-blocking extension for all
browsers that supports websites by not blocking nonintrusive ads by default (configurable). Adblock Plus for Microsoft Edge is still in its early development stages and therefore has known issues and limitations. Download Chrome for Mac. For Mac OS X 10.10 or
later. This computer will no longer receive Google Chrome updates because Mac OS X 10.6 - 10.9 are no longer supported.

We built AdBlock to provide a worry-free and distraction-free Internet experience for everyone. It is used by tens of millions of users worldwide on all major browsers in more than 30 languages. Created by Michael Gundlach in 2009, AdBlock is now one of the
most popular browser tools in existence.

The open-source software we create is designed to give users control over what they see in their web browser. It also gives users the ability to have control over their privacy by blocking many of the tools that advertisers and technology companies use to track
people when they are online.

Google Adblock Download

We believe that publishers should be able to monetize their content via advertising. Some of our favorite content is made possible with ads, and many of our users actively allow ads from creators they like using features available in AdBlock. Our focus is
blocking annoying and intrusive ads. Since 2015, we have participated in the Acceptable Ads program , where publishers agree to ensure their ads meet certain criteria . Ads that are deemed non-intrusive are shown by default to AdBlock users. If you'd like
to learn more about how Acceptable Ads works, where the money from this program goes, and more, please visit our Acceptable Ads FAQ.

Adblock On Chrome

We are a diverse, fully remote team with employees spread across North America and the globe. Our designers, developers, writers, managers, and more are obsessed with making the Internet a better place. We believe that everyone has a right to surf the
web without being bombarded with pop-ups or video ads or being tracked by advertisers everywhere they go.
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